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Observation-based verification with a month of CLEPS data created in VERSUS 4.1, rerun in 4.2
At the beginning, all the thresholds are present
Cont. Still not all the thresholds are present
The same verification reconfigured in VERSUS 4.2, CIs appeared

Some CIs names are wrong (because we hadn’t deleted existing indices with the same ID numbers (100-117) before installing 4.2)
But many thresholds are missing!
Where are other thresholds?..
CRPS with CIs

The names are wrong (because we hadn’t deleted existing indices with the same ID numbers (100-117) before installing 4.2), but the values look correct.

I couldn’t change the scale!
Forecast based verification

• The thresholds are also missing!
Night cycle

• It’s the only verification where ALL the thresholds are present!
Questions

• Why do we have some thresholds missing?
• Why the night-cycle verification is OK?
  (It was the same in 4.1)
• Further testing is needed